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PRESS STATEMENT. 
FROM; LEADER OF OPPOSITION (MR. DUNSTAN). 
SUE EOT; GORTON'S POLICY SPEECH. 
The Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Dunstan) today said that the 
forecast by the Prime Minister (Mr. Gorton) of what the LCL would 
achieve in the future if re-elected was in many cases so vague and 
generalised that it was impossible to cost the proposals. 
"We don't know what the proposals are, except that at some 
unspecified time there will be pleasant things in store for us," he 
said. 
"His proposals for altering social welfare services are marginal 
and unsatisfactory, and will leave grave gaps and anomalies in 
a social welfare system that cries out for radical overhaul, 
"For SA there was a belated promise that the standardisation project 
his Government has already grievously delayed will at last.be 
provided. 
"However, this does not give Mr. Gorton any excuse for the fact 
that the Liberals in Canberra deliberately left Adelaide the only 
capital city not connected to standard gauge, and ensures that 
we will not be connected for another five years." 
Mr. Dunstan said that anything but a tame audience would have broken 
into uproarous laughter to hear the Prime Minister's promise to 
equip the RAAF with the best and most modern of planes.. 
"Obviously he had taped his speech before the latest F111 
disaster." 
Mr. Dunstan said that no promise was made to ensure water for SA, 
or • construction expenditure which the State ought to demand. 
"There was no proposal to improve or revise State-Commonwealth 
financial relations. 
"Instead there was a promise of a grand committment to the whole 
of Australia of a wonderful new industry - the development of a 
film industry on a revolving fund of H m - a rediculously low figure 
to anyone who knows anything about film production." 
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